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Executive Summary  

This deliverable documents the xLiMe toolkit prototype at the end of the first year of the project. The documented 
prototype is an implementation of the xLiMe toolkit architecture and comprises a shared data processing 
infrastructure which receives inputs from various data providers and data annotators. This document provides an 
overview of all the data processed by the prototype as well as all the conversion and annotation performed by the 
various xLiMe partners as part of WP2, 3, 4 and 5. Furthermore, this document describes how the prototype provides 
search capabilities which enable the integration of the xLiMe multimedia and multilingual data into existing tools. As 
an example, this document presents the integration of xLiMe data processed by the early prototype into an existing 
portal describing news events, enriching them with data from related tv programs as well as social media microposts. 
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1 Introduction 

In this document we will introduce the xLiMe Early Prototype. This prototype represents the first-year 
integration of cross-media conversion, annotation and semantic integration services developed as part of 
the xLiMe project. This prototype serves as a working proof of concept, demonstrating that the chosen and 
implemented architecture is suitable for meeting the xLiMe requirements. The various components in the 
prototype described in this document have been separately evaluated, and the prototype will be extended 
and evaluated throughout the remainder of the project. The presented prototype demonstrates that the 
system is capable of supporting the near real-time creation, storage, filtering, querying and streaming of 
unified representations of annotations for video, audio, and text. 

1.1 Relation to Other Work Packages and Deliverables 

The xLiMe Early Prototype described in this document represents the full implementation of the xLiMe 
toolkit architecture presented in D6.1. Part of the architecture implementation is also described in the 
Prototype of the Data Processing Infrastructure presented in D1.2. While D1.2 only describes the 
implementation of the main infrastructure used to collect, share and store the generated data, this 
document also describes the various components (data providers, multimedia annotation services) 
connected to this basic infrastructure and thus gives a more comprehensive overview of the implemented 
xLiMe system at the end of the first year.  

The early prototype described in this document is strongly linked to WP1 which: 

 specified requirements for the early prototype in D1.4.1 

 defined a model of the data to be processed in D1.1 

 was tasked with implementing the data processing infrastructure described in D1.2 

Thus, while WP1 focused on specifying requirements, a shared data-model and shared data processing 
infrastructure, the Early Prototype also takes into account the early showcase requirements specified in 
D8.2.1 from WP8. 

Furthermore, the Early Prototype described in this document summarises the specific text extraction 
(WP2), annotation (WP3), semantic integration (WP4) and analytics services (WP5) that were developed 
and evaluated as part of xLiMe during the first year of the project. More detailed descriptions of all these 
services and components, including evaluation details can be found in the following deliverables: 

 D2.1.1 Early Speech to Text Prototype 

 D2.2.1 Early Text from Video Prototype 

 D2.3.1 Early Text from Social Media Prototype 

 D3.1.1 Early Prototype for Audio Annotation 

 D3.2.1 Early Prototype for Video Annotation 

 D3.3.1 Early Prototype for Text Annotation 

 D4.1 Statistical Content Linking Prototype 

 D5.1.1 Early Semantic Search Prototype 
 
The Early Prototype is also used and evaluated as part of two use-cases as part of WP7. The two relevant 
deliverables where the use-cases and their integration and evaluation of the Early Prototype are described 
are: 

 D7.2.1 Early Prototype and Validation Report SEARCH 

 D7.3.1 Early Prototype and Validation Report MONITOR 
 

Furthermore, the Early Prototype will be monitored and benchmarked as part of WP7, the results of which 
will be reported in D7.1.1. 
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Finally, the Early Prototype will serve as a basis for demonstrating and disseminating the early results of the 
xLiMe projects (WP8) and will eventually lead to the development of the showcase demonstrator in the 
second year of the project. 

 

1.2 Overview of Document 

In the remainder of this document we will first present the Early Prototype by summarising the data 
processing infrastructure and then focusing on the various components that were implemented and 
connected to this infrastructure. Besides the components, we also describe the data provided or generated 
by the various components to further describe the Early Prototype. Then, we will present a short discussion 
showing how the Early Prototype was integrated into an existing system for searching through annotated 
news articles. 
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2 Early Prototype Implementation 

The Early Prototype follows the xLiMe Toolkit Architecture specification closely. However, the 
implementation deviates in some details from the abstract reference architecture described in D6.1. To 
illustrate the changes we refer to Figure 1, which shows the deployment diagram for the Early Prototype. It 
closely resembles the abstract deployment diagram presented in D6.1, but not all of the data providers 
have a subscription service. Also, the data infrastructure does not provide a Stream Filter component, as 
this was not in the scope of the first year. Also, while the reference architecture prescribes one single 
distributed datastore, the early prototype uses two such datastores. One for storing RDF and providing a 
SPARQL-based search interface and the second one to provide a document store, which makes statistical 
content linking easier. In the following subsections we describe the various components in more detail. 
Finally, note that not all of the annotators are deployed close to the raw data: when we want to reduce 
annotation latency, we place annotators close to the source data to avoid additional latency introduced by 
communicating data to the message broker. When low latency is not crucial, or when deployment of 
annotator services at the data provider premises is difficult, annotators can connect to the message broker 
and produce annotations based on the data provided by the message broker. 

 

Figure 1: Deployment overview of the Early Prototype. Depicts where the various components have been 
deployed. 

 

2.1 Data Processing Infrastructure 

At the core of the xLiMe Early Prototype, we have a couple of components which provide the Data 
Processing Infrastructure. They allow for the efficient collection of data from various sources (data 
providers and annotation services) and enable decoupling of the various components attached to the 
system. Furthermore, they provide temporary and persistent data storage for the generated data.  

The main Data Processing Infrastructure for the Early Prototype has been deployed at KIT and comprises 
the following components: 
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 Kafka Message Broker: a fast, distributed publish/subscribe messaging system. It uses a disk-based 
log as its core, enabling it to keep a window of recent messages. Message producers can post 
messages to specific topics, enabling the partitioning of messages by producer defined categories. 
We use this in the Early Prototype in order to distinguish between the different types of data that is 
pushed into the system.  Subscriber components can choose which topics to follow for further 
processing. Kafka notifies subscribers whenever new messages are posted, allowing for near-real-
time processing of the data. 

 CumulusRDF for Historical Data Storage and Semantic Search. CumulusRDF is a distributed 
triplestore which uses Apache Cassanda (a distributed key-value datastore) as its underlying 
technology. It enables storage of massive amounts of RDF graphs and providers a SPARQL endpoint 
for querying the data. This datastore is useful for getting specific parts of the produced data and to 
explore links between annotations produced by different annotation services. However, keyword 
search tends to be slow and writing queries in order to generate documents based on combined 
data can be cumbersome. Hence, we also provide a document-based datastore. 

 MongoDB as an alternative Historical Data Storage and Keyword Search. MongoDB is a distributed 
document store. As CumulusRDF, it enables storage of massive amounts of documents. In this case 
we store JSON-LD documents for all of the media-item metadata and annotations. Keyword-based 
search of this data store is typically much quicker than on CumulusRDF, but integration of the 
various documents relating to the same media-item is left to the user. Also, MongoDB does not 
support semantic search (i.e. entity-based search). 

A more detailed description of the data processing infrastructure in the Early Prototype is given D1.2 
Prototype of Data Processing Infrastructure. 

2.2 Multimedia Data Providers 

The xLiMe Early Prototype has 3 main multimedia data providers. We describe them and their input data in 
the following subsections. For each data provider we discuss:  

 Domain data sources: all the data that the provider could provide 

 used data: the data that is pushed into the xLiMe Early Prototype, this can be a subset of the 
domain data sources. 

 Volume of data: gives metrics about how much data is provided to the Early Prototype. 

 Data latency: We indicate whether the data is available in near-realtime or not. Reliable 
measurements of the data latency are not available at the time of writing this document, but will 
be provided in D7.1.1 “Early Benchmarking Report”. 

 Kafka topic: where can the data be found in Kafka 

 Description of data: a textual description of the data from the provider in the xLiMe Early Prototype 
and an example. 

2.2.1 VICO: Social-Media Microposts 

 Domain Data Sources: VICO provides a near real-time stream of public social-media microposts 
including forums, blogs, Twitter search results, YouTube search results, rating sites, Facebook fan 
pages, etc. The current volume of documents is about 10 million a day. 

 Used Data: For the Early Prototype, we only use a subset of VICO’s source data. In order to define this 
subset, VICO has implemented a subscription service which allows us to submit a list of keywords for 
different languages. VICO uses this list to filter the data to be processed and pushed to Kafka. The list of 
keywords used by the Early Prototype is: 
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o German: merkel, obama, adidas, deichmann, graceland, telekom, t-mobile, "t systems", nokia, 
sony, samsung, galaxy, "t entertain", "sport meets tyle", internet, "mobile lösung", mobile-app, 
mobile-apps, "home entertain", "t line", vodafone, kabeldeutschland, nike 

o English / Spanish / Catalan / Slovenian: FIFA, "World Cup", Iraq, merkel, obama, adidas, 
graceland, deichmann,telekom, t-mobile, nokia, sony, galaxy, samsung, "t systems", "sport 
meets style", "mobile-app", "mobile-apps", "home entertain", "t online", internet, nike, 
Vodafone 

 Volume of Data: The current set of keywords results in a stream of microposts of around 30K messages 
per day. At any given time, Kafka provides around 300K messages, hence roughly 10 days’ worth of 
social-media microposts are kept by Kafka. 

 Data Latency: Both the source data and the data pushed into Kafka is near real-time. 

 Kafka topic: socialmedia 

 Description of Data: subset of social media posts from VICO matching keywords in German, English, 
Spanish, Catalan and Slovenian. This may include microposts from all of the VICO social-media data, 
hence: forums, blogs, Twitter search results, YouTube search results, rating sites, Facebook fan pages, 
etc.  VICO’s Metadata for each micropost is included.  as well as. An example tweet from the VICO 
stream is given in Listing 1, this listing also includes annotations for the textual content linking to 
DBpedia entities which are not part of the original VICO data, but that are the result of initial 
annotation described in 2.3.1.  

Listing 1: Example micropost item from VICO, includes metadata and annotations to DBpedia entities.  

<http://vico-research.com/social/Twitter/ec834041-c23b-303d-86ec-9728e8201c3e> 

       a                    sioc:MicroPost ; 

       dcterms:created      "2014-09-12T10:05:27"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

       dcterms:language     "en" ; 

       dcterms:publisher    <http://www.twitter.com/> ; 

       dcterms:source    <http://twitter.com/FrostSaundra/statuses/510338384397893632> ; 

       dcterms:spatial      [ rdfs:label  "" ] ; 

       sioc:content         "No really @CattCrafts Im trying to browse the internet at 

1am rn, stop making the monster bee wanna kill me!!!" ; 

       sioc:has_creator     <http://twitter.com/FrostSaundra> ; 

       xlime:hasAnnotation  [ xlime:hasConfidence  "0.923"^^xsd:double ; 

                      xlime:hasEntity <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Kill_%28Unix%29> ; 

                      xlime:hasPosition    [ xlime:hasStartPosition  "100"^^xsd:long ; 

                                     xlime:hasStopPosition   "104"^^xsd:long 

                                           ] 

                            ] ; 

       xlime:hasAnnotation  [ xlime:hasConfidence  "1"^^xsd:double ; 

                      xlime:hasEntity      dbpedia:Monster ; 

                      xlime:hasPosition    [ xlime:hasStartPosition  "82"^^xsd:long ; 

                                     xlime:hasStopPosition   "89"^^xsd:long 

                                           ] 

                            ] ; 

       xlime:hasAnnotation  [ xlime:hasConfidence  "1"^^xsd:double ; 

                     xlime:hasEntity <http://dbpedia.org/resource/Rn_%28Newsreader%29> ; 

                     xlime:hasPosition    [ xlime:hasStartPosition  "62"^^xsd:long ; 

                                     xlime:hasStopPosition   "64"^^xsd:long 

                                          ] 

                            ] ; 

       xlime:hasAnnotation  [ xlime:hasConfidence  "1"^^xsd:double ; 

                     xlime:hasEntity      dbpedia:Internet ; 

                     xlime:hasPosition    [ xlime:hasStartPosition  "46"^^xsd:long ; 

                                     xlime:hasStopPosition   "54"^^xsd:long 

                                          ] 

                            ] . 
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2.2.2 Zattoo: TV Streams  (for News) and TV Programme Metadata 

 Domain Data Sources: Zattoo provides tv streams (consisting of video frames and audio) and EPG 
(electronic programme guide) for around 150 channels. The channels cover a variety of topics (from 
news and sports to movies and series) and languages. The EPG data is available for a window of up to 3 
weeks (1 week before the current day and 2 weeks after), depending on availability. 

 Used Data: For the Early Prototype, we only use a subset of Zattoo’s available tv streams, focusing on 
multilingual news channels. This selection helps us to focus on the development and testing of various 
annotation services; we expect to extend the selection of channels during the remaining years of the 
project. The core subset of channels consists of the following channels: 

o   cnn-international: World news in English 

o   bbc-world-service:  World news in English 

o   bloomberg-europe: World and business news in English 

o   n24: World news in German 

o   Einsextra: World news in German 

o   canal24horas: World news in Spanish 

All annotation services in the Early Prototype must process these 6 channels. Besides this core set 
of channels, we have also selected an extended set of channels which can optionally be processed 
by annotation services:    skynews-int (en), euronews-en (en),  cnbc (en),  skynews-intl (en),  france-
24-en (en),  al-jazeera (en?),  euronews-fr (fr),  france-24-fr (fr),  rainews (it),  zdf-info (de),  
deutsche-welle (de) and  sf-info. 

 Volume of Data: As specified in the xLiMe Toolkit Architecture, the early prototype does not store or 
provide access to the tv streams directly; rather, annotator services and data consumers may consume 
the tv streams directly from Zattoo. We have built two parallel EPG to RDF converters which push 
around 100 MediaResources (i.e. tv programmes) and their metadata to Kafka each day. One of the 
converters converts the metadata for the 6 core channels once a day, while the other converter uses 
the extended list of 18 channels and sends updates to Kafka once every few hours. 

 Data Latency: Zattoo’s tv streams are provided in near-realtime. In general, live IPTV streams have a 
latency of about 30 seconds due to de- and encoding, buffering and data transmission. The EPG data is 
not pushed in real-time to Kafka, although generally we aim to push the EPG data before the 
programme is broadcast. The tv-metadata topic is updated at the beginning of each day with the EPG 
data for the current day. The zattoo-epg topic is updated every few hours with the EPG data for the 
upcoming hours. 

 Kafka Topic: tv-metadata, zattoo-epg 

 Description of Data:  near realtime tv streams consisting of frames and audio are available via a REST 
API from Zattoo, these streams are not pushed into Kafka. Channels from Zattoo's EPG data converted 
to RDF. The tv-metadata topic covers the 6 core channels and EPG data is extracted once a day. The 
zattoo-epg topic covers the extended list of 18 channels and EPG data is extracted every few hours. 
The original EPG data and the schema used to represent the RDF data is described in D1.3 and D1.1, an 
example programme metadata pushed into Kafka is shown in Listing 2. 

Listing 2: Example tv programme metadata converted from Zattoo's EPG data. 

<http://zattoo.com/program/16062644> 

      a                      ma:MediaResource ; 

      ma:date                "2014-08-27T00:45:00Z"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

      ma:description         "All the latest sports news and results from around 

the globe." ; 

      ma:duration            "900.0"^^xsd:double ; 

      ma:hasPublisher        [ rdfs:label  "BBC World News" ] ; 
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      ma:hasRelatedImage <http://thumbod.zattoo.com/bbc-world-

service/1409100390/c9cb9c2b/240x180.jpg> ; 

      ma:hasRelatedLocation  [ rdfs:label  "GB" ] ; 

      ma:hasTrack            <http://zattoo.com/program/16062644/subtitle> , 

<http://zattoo.com/program/16062644/audio> , 

<http://zattoo.com/program/16062644/video> ; 

      ma:title               "Sport Today" . 

 

2.2.3 JSI Newsfeed: Web-Based News Articles 

 Domain Data Sources: Provides a stream of news articles and blogposts from websites in various 
languages. The full stream consists of around 150K articles per day. 

 Used Data: The full stream of news articles is converted into RDF and pushed into Kafka (to decrease 
annotation latency, the data is also annotated as described in Section 2.3.6 before being pushed into 
Kafka). 

 Volume of Data: Around 150K articles per day. 

 Latency: The source newsfeed aims to be near real-time, and claims that “50% of articles discovered 

and processed within 3 hours of being published; average delay 4.6 hours”
1
. The source newsfeed 

is converted and pushed into Kafka in near real-time.  

 Kafka Topic: jsi-newsfeed 

 Description of Data: RDF version of newsfeed article data. Includes the text of the article, basic 
metadata for article (described using the Dublin Core Terms vocabulary, such as creation time, 
language, publisher, source url, location, title), as well as basic annotations such as topic(s) and entity 
recognition based on multi-lingual Wikipedia. An example news article is shown in Listing 3. 

Listing 3: Fragment of an example news article extracted from JSI Newsfeed. 

<http://ijs.si/article/212234233> a kdo:NewsArticle ; 

    dcterms:created "2014-09-20T19:34:00"^^xsd:datetime ; 

    dcterms:language "en" ; 

    dcterms:publisher [ rdfs:label "WTAE TV 4" ] ; 

    dcterms:related <http://www.wtae.com/image/view/-/10719720/highRes/2/-

/h/300/maxh/300/maxw/400/w/400/-/og8q8dz/-/Emergency-Lights-jpg.jpg> ; 

    dcterms:source <http://www.wtae.com/news/1-hurt-in-pittsburgh-wrongway-

crash/28169210?absolute=true> ; 

    dcterms:spatial [ gn:name "Pittsburgh", 

                    "USA" ; 

             geo:lat 4.043831e+01 ; 

             geo:long -7.999745e+01 ] ; 

    dcterms:title "1 hurt in Pittsburgh wrong-way crash" ; 

    sioc:content """1 hurt in Pittsburgh wrong-way crash 

Photos 

A wrong-way driver crashed Saturday morning on the Boulevard of the Allies on 

the Bluff, Pittsburgh police said. 

The driver was not hurt in the head-on crash, but the driver of the other car 

was taken to a hospital with facial injuries. 

The wrong-way driver was headed inbound in the outbound lane, not far from UPMC 

Mercy Hospital. 

Police closed the road for several hours early Saturday. 

There was no word on whether charges would be filed. 

Recommended""" ; 

    sioc:topic "Auto_Racing", 

            "Law", 

            "Law_Enforcement", 

            "Motorsports", 

                                                           
1
 Source: http://newsfeed.ijs.si/ accessed on October 29, 2014 

http://newsfeed.ijs.si/
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            "Organizations", 

            "Society", 

            "Sports" ; 

    xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Allies of World War I" ; 

                xlime:hasConfidence 4e-03 ; 

                xlime:hasEntity wikien:Allies_of_World_War_I, 

                    wikies:Aliados_de_la_Primera_Guerra_Mundial ], 

            [ rdfs:label "Recommended Records" ; 

                xlime:hasConfidence 3e-03 ; 

                xlime:hasEntity wikide:Recommended_Records, 

                    wikien:Recommended_Records ], 

            [ rdfs:label "Automobile" ; 

                xlime:hasConfidence 5.1e-02 ; 

                xlime:hasEntity wikide:Automobil, 

                    wikien:Automobile, 

                    wikies:Automóvil, 

                    wikisl:Avtomobil ], 

            [ rdfs:label "The Head" ; 

                xlime:hasConfidence 5e-03 ; 

                xlime:hasEntity wikien:The_Head, 

                    wikies:The_Head ]. 

  

 

2.3 Data Annotators 

In this section, we enumerate all the annotation services which are included in the Early Prototype. For 
each annotator we: 

 describe its input,  

 mention the algorithm used and refer to any relevant documentation where more details can be 
found about the algorithm, 

 describe the annotations produced, 

 mention the kafka-topic where the produced annotations can be found in the Early Prototype, 

 finally, we give an example document pushed into Kafka to illustrate the produced annotations.  

2.3.1 Named Entity Annotation for Social-Media Microposts 

 Input: The text from the social-media microposts (i.e. the value of the sioc:Content literal as 
described in Section 2.2.1). This annotator is deployed on the premises of VICO and uses the raw 
data as its input. 

 Algorithm used: KIT Entity Annotator, described in more detail in D3.3.1. 

 Annotations produced: annotations for spans of text, indicated by begin and end offsets, linking 
them to disambiguated entities in DBpedia. Each annotation includes a confidence value. 

 Kafka topic: socialmedia 

Example annotations produced by this annotator can be seen in Listing 1. 

2.3.2 Visual Object Type Recognition 

 Input: a video stream. This video stream is provided by Zattoo via the Zattoo API. 

 Algorithm used: The algorithm used is described in D3.2.1 

 Annotations produced: locations in the video stream are linked to synsets from wordnet. 

 Kafka topic: tv-visual 
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An example output produced by this annotation service and pushed into Kafka is shown in Listing 4. 

Listing 4: Fragment of an example annotation  where variuos types of dogs and bars have been 
recognised in particular locations of a video track. 

<    <http://zattoo.com/program/15626207> ma:hasTrack 
<http://zattoo.com/program/15626207/video> . 
    <http://zattoo.com/program/15626207/video> a ma:VideoTrack ; 
    sioc:content """ 
85240006.000000['n02093647 Bedlington terrier' 'n03888605 parallel bars, bars' 
 'n03535780 horizontal bar, high bar' 'n02091831 Saluki, gazelle hound' 
 'n02095889 Sealyham terrier, Sealyham'] [  0.00000000e+00   1.53058982e+00   
1.65333152e+00   1.71370864e+00 
   2.64500189e+00   0.00000000e+00   6.31701827e-01   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   1.84164846e+00   1.63984275e+00   4.99428213e-01 
   0.00000000e+00   5.63833296e-01   5.84266901e-01   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   1.04166555e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   8.28928113e-01 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   6.76334977e-01   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   4.44019318e+00 
   9.42537606e-01   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   1.36392355e-01 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   1.07385278e-01   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   1.47737885e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   1.80637479e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   3.79882765e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   9.74591374e-02   1.74773061e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   1.19057202e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   2.31172681e+00   0.00000000e+00 
   1.58634377e+00   0.00000000e+00   0.00000000e+00   2.93359458e-01] 
 """ . 
} 
 

 

 

2.3.3 Text from Video 

 Input: a video stream. This stream is provided by Zattoo via the Zattoo API. 

 Algorithm used: An OCR algorithm is used to convert text appearing in a video. Details of this 
algorithm are discussed in [D2.2.1] 

 Annotations produced: locations in the video stream are linked to recognised words 

 Kafka topic: tv-ocr 

An example output from this annotation service is given in Listing 5. 

Listing 5: Example OCR annotation for a video track. 

<http://zattoo.com/program/15029881/video> a ma:VideoTrack ; 
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    sioc:content """ 
84260848.000000, Suuiruthcn., GOOGLE, I.-, GOOGLE, DISCUSSES, DISCUSSES, In, 3&1 
FEM , , FORGO1, KIUHI, 05:46, KIUI', wllc , 3&1 
""" . 

 

 

2.3.4 Speech to Text 

 Input: an audio stream. This stream is provided by the Zattoo API. 

 Algorithm used:  Two external APIs are used for converting speech to text, one from VecSys and 
another one from ProVoice. Details about these systems are described in D2.1.1. 

 Annotations produced: positions in the audio stream are linked to transcriptions of the spoken 
audio. 

 Kafka topic: zattoo-asr 

An example output from this annotator is shown in Listing 6, it combines the speech to text with named 
entity annotations (described in Section 2.3.5). 

2.3.5 Named Entity Annotation for Text from Speech 

 Input: a text (produced by the Speech to Text component). This annotator is run directly after the 
Speech to Text component. 

 Algorithm used: JSI Enrycher [2] and XLike entity tagging pipeline [4]. 

 Annotations produced: recognised entities in the text are annotated by their surface form in the 
original text, a confidence value and one or more entities identified as FreeBase resources. 

 Kafka topic: zattoo-asr 

An example output from this annotator is shown in Listing 6, it combines the output of this annotator with 
the original output of the Speech to Text component (described in Section 2.3.4). 

Listing 6: Example Text from speech and Named Entity Annotation 

<http://zattoo.com/program/15699475/audio> a ma:AudioTrack ; 

        ma:hasLanguage [ rdfs:label "en" ] ; 

        xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Morgan Stanley" ; 

                xlime:hasEntity freebase:m.0jvs0 ] ; 

        xlime:hasProgDetail [ xlime:hasPDImageUrl 

<http://epix.zattic.com/9e/22905c54d3f7d126267e6e572f9471-d.jpg> ; 

                xlime:hasPDSource "CNBC" ; 

                xlime:hasPDStartTime "2014-10-30T14:00:00+01:00"^^xsd:dateTime ; 

                xlime:hasPDTitle "US Squawk on the Street" ] ; 

        xlime:hasRecognisedSpeech [ xlime:hasASREngine 

<http://mediaspeech.com/webservice> ; 

                xlime:hasASRText " now I'm just curious and then a bond buying a 

couple of sets up a little bit Morgan Stanley have already has much going on 

there what I did you get out of financial support he knows he all the ideologues 

who constantly talk about this incredible what will happen when you remember 

what was to sell stocks for years to do this because we were just what you mean 

interest wasn't quite up there have been the banks Aegis rates much higher and 

they're just not going I see just not the end and that is what yet you do have a 

high level of activity for those of our had significant that the banks of the 

number riding obviously and IPOS in secondary and inviting emerges on 

acquisitions " ; 

                xlime:hasStreamPosition 8.523361e+07 ; 

                xlime:hasZattooCID "cnbc" ] .  
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2.3.6 Named Entity Annotation for News Articles 

 Input: Raw text from a news article (i.e. the sioc:content of a NewsArticle as described in Section 
2.2.3). 

 Algorithm used: JSI Enrycher [2] and Multi-lingual Wikipedia entity recognition algorithm described 
in D2.3.1 

 Annotations produced: DMOZ topics for the article and Named Entity annotations based on multi-
lingual Wikipedia pages. 

 Kafka topic: jsi-newsfeed 

Since this annotator is combined with the JSI newsfeed to RDF converter, the output is merged with the 
basic output of the RDF NewsArticle. For example topics and multi-lingual Wikipedia annotations see Listing 
3. 

 

2.3.7 Syntactic Annotations for News Articles 

 Input: Raw text from news article (i.e. the sioc:content of  a NewsArticle as described in Section 
2.2.3) 

 Algorithm used: Extends the annotation pipeline used for named entity recognition described in 
Section 2.3.6 by adding sentiment analysis [3] and n-gram vectorization step to describe the 
original text. Details of this algorithm are described in D2.3.1. 

 Annotations produced: Sentiment analysis consisting of a polarity of the article and a confidence 
value, positions of the recognised named entities and a vectorised n-grams of the article. 

 Kafka-topic: jsi-annotations 

A fragment of an example output of this annotator is given in Listing 7. 

Listing 7: Fragment of output of the Syntactical Annotations for News Articles 

<http://ijs.si/article/218922538> kdo:hasSentiment [ kdo:hasScore 7.54308e-01 ; 

                kdo:sentiment kdo:negativePolarity ] ; 

        xlime:hasAnnotation [ rdfs:label "Bharti Airtel" ; 

                xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 369 ; 

                        xlime:hasStopPosition 381 ] ], 

            [ rdfs:label "Association of India" ; 

                xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 263 ; 

                        xlime:hasStopPosition 282 ] ], 

            [ rdfs:label "Andhra Pradesh" ; 

                xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 175 ; 

                        xlime:hasStopPosition 188 ] ], 

            [ rdfs:label "COAI" ; 

                xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 286 ; 

                        xlime:hasStopPosition 289 ] ], 

            [ rdfs:label "Vizag New Delhi" ; 

                xlime:hasPosition [ xlime:hasStartPosition 48 ; 

                        xlime:hasStopPosition 62 ] ]; 

        xlime:hasNgrams [ xlime:ngrams "{\"4230366\": 1, \"3073330\": 1, 
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\"9429082\": 1, \"5285735\": 1, \"8938141\": 1, \"8324092\": 1, \"8627914\": 1, 

\"1699299\": 1, \"1680895\": 1, \"13102980\": 1, \"11005329\": 1, \"16613991\": 

1, \"8417232\": 1, \"11566639\": 1, \"14783984\": 1, \"3232951\": 1, 

\"8713076\": 1, \"5860815\": 1, \"15825855\": 1, \"12166233\": 1, \"5893113\": 

1, \"1777966\": 1, \"8484593\": 1, \"13175945\": 1, \"5730892\": 1, 

\"10273461\": 1, \"6115507\": 1, \"10266851\": 1, \"13057237\": 1, \"8395089\": 

1, \"11168919\": 1, \"4976883\": 1, \"12262351\": 1, \"15358264\": 1, 

\"6689733\": 1, \"14564309\": 1, \"9200617\": 1, \"6464893\": 1, \"12731498\": 

1, \"15584568\": 1, \"15599110\": 1, \"12168197\": 1, \"3535052\": 1, 

\"10433976\": 1, \"8484469\": 1, \"11731554\": 1, \"1980586\": 1, \"11703047\": 

1, \"8253990\": 1, \"11705411\": 1, \"15434493\": 1}" ] . 

} 

  

 

2.3.8 Cross-Media Recommendations Based on Statistical Linking 

 Input: All of the metadata and annotations for social media microposts, tv programmes and 
streams, as well as news articles pushed into Kafka. The recommender uses the MongoDB 
document store to access this data. 

 Algorithm used: Content similarity and recommendation algorithms are described in D4.1. 

 Annotations produced: Set of cross-media content which is similar to a (position within a) given tv 
programme. This includes Zattoo other tv programmes, social media microposts and news articles. 

 Kafka topic: KITRecommendations 

An example output fragment from this annotation service is given in Listing 8. 

Listing 8: Fragment of example cross-media recommendation output. 

<{"tvmetadatarec":  

["http://zattoo.com/program/15216633", "http://zattoo.com/program/15156376", 
"http://zattoo.com/program/15168144", "http://zattoo.com/program/15166900", 
"http://zattoo.com/program/15153974", "http://zattoo.com/program/15155219", 
"http://zattoo.com/program/15180855"],  

"cid": "skynews-intl",  

"jsinewsrec":  

["http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/local-news/north-east-news-replay-breaking-7920555", 
"http://grantland.com/the-triangle/2014-mlb-playoffs-nlds-preview-cardinals-dodgers-giants-nationals/", 
"http://www.oxfordtimes.co.uk/news/opinions/blogs/11508229.Parky_at_the_Pictures__DVD_2_10_2014
_/?ref=rss", "http://www.mouseplanet.com/10819/Animation_Anecdotes", 
"http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/05/fashion/alan-cumming-life-isnt-always-a-cabaret-Not-My-Fathers-
Son-memoir.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=0", 
"http://www.rockmnation.com/2014/10/7/6935627/missouri-offense-grades-maty-mauk-bud-sasser", 
"http://www.carandsuv.co.nz/articles/target-acquired-308", 
"http://www.bookslut.com/blog/archives/2014_10.php#020928"],  

"zattooid": "15433701", 

 "socialmediarec": ["http://pepolino.eu/2010/08/07/piratenschuhe/comment-page-35/", "http://m-
maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-78/", 
"http://www.vwaudiforum.co.uk/forum/showthread.php?161174-Early-airing-for-all-new-Audi-TT-
Roadster-ahead-of-Paris-show-world-debut#1", 
"http://x3.xbimmers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=408177&page=7#138", "http://m-
maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-76/", "http://www.kampfkunst-

http://zattoo.com/program/15216633
http://zattoo.com/program/15156376
http://zattoo.com/program/15168144
http://zattoo.com/program/15166900
http://zattoo.com/program/15153974
http://zattoo.com/program/15155219
http://zattoo.com/program/15180855
http://www.chroniclelive.co.uk/news/local-news/north-east-news-replay-breaking-7920555
http://grantland.com/the-triangle/2014-mlb-playoffs-nlds-preview-cardinals-dodgers-giants-nationals/
http://www.oxfordtimes.co.uk/news/opinions/blogs/11508229.Parky_at_the_Pictures__DVD_2_10_2014_/?ref=rss
http://www.oxfordtimes.co.uk/news/opinions/blogs/11508229.Parky_at_the_Pictures__DVD_2_10_2014_/?ref=rss
http://www.mouseplanet.com/10819/Animation_Anecdotes
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/05/fashion/alan-cumming-life-isnt-always-a-cabaret-Not-My-Fathers-Son-memoir.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/05/fashion/alan-cumming-life-isnt-always-a-cabaret-Not-My-Fathers-Son-memoir.html?partner=rss&emc=rss&_r=0
http://www.rockmnation.com/2014/10/7/6935627/missouri-offense-grades-maty-mauk-bud-sasser
http://www.carandsuv.co.nz/articles/target-acquired-308
http://www.bookslut.com/blog/archives/2014_10.php#020928
http://pepolino.eu/2010/08/07/piratenschuhe/comment-page-35/
http://m-maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-78/
http://m-maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-78/
http://www.vwaudiforum.co.uk/forum/showthread.php?161174-Early-airing-for-all-new-Audi-TT-Roadster-ahead-of-Paris-show-world-debut#1
http://www.vwaudiforum.co.uk/forum/showthread.php?161174-Early-airing-for-all-new-Audi-TT-Roadster-ahead-of-Paris-show-world-debut#1
http://x3.xbimmers.com/forums/showthread.php?t=408177&page=7#138
http://m-maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-76/
http://m-maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-76/
http://www.kampfkunst-board.info/forum/f18/flachwitze-22194/index317.html#4759
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board.info/forum/f18/flachwitze-22194/index317.html#4759", "http://m-
maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-84/", "http://blog.ruralvive.com/inturferia-
turismo-interior-valladolid/comment-page-18/", 
"http://forum.skyscraperpage.com/showthread.php?t=177316&page=338#6743", "http://www.android-
hilfe.de/5766113-post1.html"],  

"streamposition": "8.490614e+07"}  

 

 

2.4 Data Processing Overview 

The data providers (described in Section 2.2) and the data annotators (described in Section 2.3) connect to 
the data processing infrastructure (described in Section 2.1), producing various data processing pipelines. 
Figure 2 provides an overview of the pipelines included in the Early Prototype. 

http://m-maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-84/
http://m-maenner.de/2014/05/miteinander-kaempfen/comment-page-84/
http://blog.ruralvive.com/inturferia-turismo-interior-valladolid/comment-page-18/
http://blog.ruralvive.com/inturferia-turismo-interior-valladolid/comment-page-18/
http://forum.skyscraperpage.com/showthread.php?t=177316&page=338#6743
http://www.android-hilfe.de/5766113-post1.html
http://www.android-hilfe.de/5766113-post1.html
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Figure 2: Overview of the data conversion occurring in the xLiMe Early Prototype. 

2.5 Data Consumers 

All the multimedia (meta-)data and the produced annotations about the multimedia items pushed into the 
data processing infrastructure can be consumed by consuming data directly from Kafka, by querying the 
SPARQL triplestore or the document store. In this section we enumerate the main consumers for the Early 
Prototype. 

2.5.1 Zattoo Media Recommender 

As part of one of the xLiMe use-cases, Zattoo is consuming the data in the Early Prototype with the goal of 
recommending social-media and news articles, based on the tv-program currently being watched or 
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inspected. Details about this recommender and how it is using the data from the Early Prototype can be 
found in D7.2.1. 

2.5.2 VICO Media Analytics 

In another xLiMe use-case, VICO is consuming the data in the Early Prototype by integrating it into their 
social-media analytics platform. This allows them to provide tv programmes and news articles as novel 
sources on top of their previous social-media sources to media analysts, allowing for more comprehensive 
analysis of, for example, brand mentions and their sentiment across various media. Details about this 
integration can be found in D7.3.1. 

2.5.3 Event Registry Related Media 

In order to test the data in the Early Prototype, we have also integrated the data with data from an existing 
platform, called Event Registry, for browsing news articles using an event-based paradigm. Details about 
this integration and how the Early Prototype is used, can be found below, in Chapter 3. 

2.6 Discussion 

The Early Prototype described in this section serves as a validation of the data processing infrastructure. It 
demonstrates that it is possible to use the data processing infrastructure to push multi-media (meta-)data 
in near-real-time. Furthermore, the Early Prototype shows that it possible to use multi-media and multi-
lingual annotators to process the media, again in near-real-time, to enrich the original media items and to 
interlink the media. Finally, we have explored mechanisms for storing and indexing the produced data as 
well as basic APIs for consuming the produced data. Besides validation of our approach, the Early Prototype 
also is providing us with data regarding how we can improve the platform as a whole from performance 
and robustness to scalability and usable interfaces.  In the next years of the xLiMe project, we plan to 
expand the Early Prototype with more input data, more annotators, better data interlinking, etc. 
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3 Example xLiMe Data Use: TV and Social Media in Event 
Registry 

3.1 Event Registry 

Event Registry [1] is a system developed at JSI, in part within the XLike EU project. Its goal is to recognise 
and catalogue relevant events that happen daily around the world. 

The data source for the Event Registry is the JSI News Feed article collection service. This system collects, 
discovers and downloads news articles published on the internet. It monitors approximately 100.000 sites 
that can be considered as a ‘news site’ in a certain context. From those, it collects and processes roughly 
240.000 articles per day. Processing includes text extraction, cleaning and various stages of linguistic 
analysis, depending on the language. 

While News Feed collects news in every commonly used language, the Event Registry only uses a subset – 
the ones written in English, German, Spanish and Chinese. This represents approximately 70% of the entire 
dataset. 

Event Registry performs additional pre-processing steps on these articles before they are used for event 
construction. First, duplicates and partial duplicates are detected and discarded. From the remaining set, 
named entities are extracted and disambiguated. Dates are also extracted from the text. At the end, 
articles are compared to other articles in the database using a language independent similarity measure. 

Articles are continuously clustered to identify candidate groups for events and changes thereof using a 
single-language clustering algorithm. After this stage, the language independent similarity between articles 
and some other cluster properties are used as an input to a machine learning model that groups article 
clusters from separate languages. Groups of clusters that appear to be discussing the same event are 
assigned an event ID and are stored in a database. These groups are updated as new articles become 
available. 

Analysis of the text of all the articles that are believed to belong to an event produces a set of dates and 
named entities. From those, the system tries to determine core properties of the event – when did it 
happen, who were the people involved, where did it happen, what is a good description, and what category 
does the event belong to. 

 

       

Figure 3: Event Registry website. 

 

The website available at http://eventregistry.org provides extensive analysis and visualization of various 
aspects of these events. The event database can also be accessed via an HTTP based API. 

http://eventregistry.org/
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3.2 Integration of xLiMe Data 

For the first year prototype, we have decided to do integration in only one direction: taking data from the 
Event Registry and using it within a custom-built experimental system. This allowed us to work 
independently of the Event Registry team while still getting all of the data we needed for analysis. In the 
upcoming year, we will work on integration in the other direction – integrating our results in the existing 
Event Registry user interface. 

The long term goal of this integration process is to extend Event Registry with multi-modal capabilities: to 
have segments of video from news TV channels appear in all the places within the system where written 
news articles appear today, thus providing additional information about events and allowing the registered 
end user to watch Zattoo-provided news clips within the user interface. 

As already mentioned, Event Registry provides an API through which it is possible to access information 
about new events, about how events change, what articles support given events, what named entities have 
been determined to be relevant for the event and so on. We have built a system that constantly monitors 
event changes and mirrors all the event description data into a PostgreSQL relational database. 

The current speech-to-text infrastructure, described in D2.1.1, processes audio data in 40 second chunks. 
We use the same chunk size for matching video against event definitions. Since this system runs on the 
same backend server as the speech-to-text infrastructure and the content recommendation engine for the 
SEARCH prototype described in D7.2.1, it has access to all of the already calculated information about 
incoming video, most importantly the set of extracted named entities and the set of news articles that were 
suggested as relevant for this chunk of transcribed text. 

Since both the suggested articles from D7.2.1 prototype backend and the articles that are used in the Event 
Registry come from the same source (JSI News Feed), and both systems also use the same, or at least 
compatible, named entity extraction system, we can use these article and named entity IDs to match the 
current TV content to the current event definition database. We separately determine the likelihood of the 
currently processed content belonging to each event based on a normalized set overlap between named 
entities, and between articles. 

Events are ordered according to their combined likelihoods and a number of best matching events is 
recorded. A filtering step is performed on the temporal sequence of these sets on a per channel basis, 
resulting in a single most likely event that is being talked about in a given 40 second chunk. This event is 
displayed alongside a low frame rate version of the TV channel. 

When the speech to text system starts providing speaker tracking across frame boundaries, a better 
segmentation algorithm can be developed for extracting news clips from a continuous stream. Output from 
video analysis will also be used as an additional input. When the segmentation starts working at a 
subjectively acceptable level, information about video clips will be sent to the Event Registry database to be 
used in the existing user interface and as a potential source of additional information for event definitions. 
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4 Conclusion 

In this deliverable we described the xLiMe toolkit prototype at the end of the first year of the xLiMe 
project. We positioned the prototype in the context of the project by describing the related work-packages, 
the identified requirements and the main implementation challenges. Then, we described in detail all of the 
components in the toolkit prototype, from the core components which provide the data processing 
infrastructure, to the various data providers, data annotation services and data consumers. Finally, we 
described in more detail a prototypical data consumer which integrates the xLiMe data produced by the 
toolkit with an existing news analytics system, the Event Registry. 

The described toolkit prototype shows that the basic data processing infrastructure is fit for the purpose of 
attaching data providers and data annotation services in order to collect and process multimedia and 
multilingual data. Also, the prototype provides a good test case for validating the search capabilities 
provided to data consumers. Initial evaluation of these search capabilities are reported in D7.2.1 and 
D7.3.1, while detailed metrics about the overall toolkit performance are being gathered and will be 
reported in D7.1.1. 

In the second year of the xLiMe project, we will add more data providers (ECONDA), the existing data 
providers will increase the data they provide (e.g. Zattoo will add subtitles to the video streams), and more 
annotation services will be included. In general we expect to improve on the current annotation services 
and the entity linking in order to improve on the search interface as well. Also while on the first year the 
focus was on validating the approach, in the future we hope to show added value from (near) real-time 
processing that the toolkit is capable of. 
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